Champions
https://youtu.be/HgknAaKNaMM
Carrie Underwood – The Champion featuring Ludacris
I'll be the last one standing
Two _________________________, I'm a champion
You'll be looking up at me when it's over
I _________________________, I'm a soldier, yeah
I'm a _______________ like Rocky
Put you flat on your back like Ali
Yeah, I'm_____________________, I'm stronger
Paid my dues, can't lose, Imma own ya, ay
I've been working __________________________
And now it's do or die
I am _______________, unbreakable
Unstoppable, ________________________
They knock me down, I get up again
I am the champion
You're gonna know my name
You can't __________________________
I can't feel the pain
I was made for this, yeah, _______________________
I am the champion
When they ____________________________
They're gonna say that I did it for the glory
But don't think that I did it ______________________, yeah
I did it for the love of the game, yeah
And this is _________________________ I'm taking
All them old records ________________________
All you people watching on the TV
You go ahead and _________________________, ay
I've been waiting my whole life
To see _______________________________
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I am invincible, _________________________
____________________________, unshakeable
They knock me down, I get up again
I am the champion
You're gonna know my name
You can't hurt me now
I can't feel the pain
I was made for this, yeah, I was born to win
__________________________________, oh
Born champion, Luda
The C is for the___________________________ I possess through the drama
H is for the hurt but it's all for the ____________________
A is for my attitude working through the ________________________
Money comes and goes so the M is for __________________________
Gotta stay consistent, the P is to ____________________________________
The I is for _______________________________, innovative career
The O is ____________________________, open and never shut
And the N is necessary 'cause I'm never giving up
See they ask me how I did it, I just did it from the heart
__________________________________, been doing it from the start
They say that every champion is all about his principles.

A. Vocabulary
Match the words with the definitions
Word

Definition

Invincible

not liable to break or able to be broken easily.

Unbreakable

hopeful and confident about the future.

Unstoppable

impossible to stop or prevent.

Unshakeable

high respect; great esteem.

Courage

the quality of being honest and having
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strong moral principles.
Honor

too powerful to be defeated or overcome.

Patience

a reason or reasons for acting or behaving
in a particular way.

Motivation

(of a belief, feeling, or opinion) strongly felt
and unable to be changed.

Integrity

the capacity to accept or tolerate delay,
problems, or suffering without becoming
annoyed or anxious.

Optimistic

the ability to do something that frightens
one; bravery.

B. Now complete the text with the correct words from the table above
What is a champion? Some people believe that superheroes are ……………………….. and
………………………., but some people say that policeman are champions because they have
…………………..and…………………….. The military is famous for its……………………… and
athletes are famed for their ……………………….
What do you think a champion is? I think a champion is someone with a goal or a dream and
who is ……………………………. and ………………………in their determination to achieve it.
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Answer key
A.
1. True
2. False, you are listening for the exact words.
3. True, the listening track will be played twice.
4. True, the monologue will be about 3 minutes long.
5. True, you must check your spelling and grammar because if it is incorrect you will lose
the marks.
B. Carrie Underwood – The Champion
I'll be the last one standing
Two hands in the air, I'm a champion
You'll be looking up at me when it's over
I live for the battle, I'm a soldier, yeah
I'm a fighter like Rocky
Put you flat on your back like Ali
Yeah, I'm the greatest, I'm stronger
Paid my dues, can't lose, Imma own ya, ay
I've been working my whole life
And now it's do or die
I am invincible, unbreakable
Unstoppable, unshakeable
They knock me down, I get up again
I am the champion
You're gonna know my name
You can't hurt me now
I can't feel the pain
I was made for this, yeah, I was born to win
I am the champion
When they write my story
They're gonna say that I did it for the glory
But don't think that I did it for the fame, yeah
I did it for the love of the game, yeah
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And this is my chance I'm taking
All them old records I'm breaking
All you people watching on the TV
You go ahead and put your bets on me, ay
I've been waiting my whole life
To see my name in lights
I am invincible, unbreakable
Unstoppable, unshakeable
They knock me down, I get up again
I am the champion
You're gonna know my name
You can't hurt me now
I can't feel the pain
I was made for this, yeah, I was born to win
I am the champion, oh
Born champion, Luda
The C is for the courage I possess through the drama
H is for the hurt but it's all for the honor
A is for my attitude working through the patience
Money comes and goes so the M is for motivation
Gotta stay consistent, the P is to motivation
The I is for integrity, innovative career
The O is optimistic, open and never shut
And the N is necessary 'cause I'm never giving up
See they ask me how I did it, I just did it from the heart
Crushing the competition, been doing it from the start
They say that every champion is all about his principles.
C. Vocabulary
Invincible - too powerful to be defeated or overcome.
Unbreakable - not liable to break or able to be broken easily.
Unstoppable - impossible to stop or prevent.
Unshakeable - (of a belief, feeling, or opinion) strongly felt and unable to be changed.
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Courage - the ability to do something that frightens one; bravery.
Honor - high respect; great esteem.
Patience - the capacity to accept or tolerate delay, problems, or suffering without becoming
annoyed or anxious.
Motivation - a reason or reasons for acting or behaving in a particular way.
Integrity - the quality of being honest and having strong moral principles.
Optimistic - hopeful and confident about the future.

D. Now complete the text with the correct words from the table above
What is a champion? Some people believe that superheroes are invincible and unstoppable,
but some people say that policeman are champions because they have honor and integrity.
The military is famous for its courage and athletes are famed for their motivation.
What do you think a champion is? I think a champion is someone with a goal or a dream and
who is optimistic and unbreakable in their determination to achieve it.
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